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The first mystery in a truly unique crime series. 'There comes a time when a novel raises the bar for a
particular genre, and The Sea Detective does just that for Scottish crime fiction' (Scotsman) Cal McGill is an
Edinburgh-based oceanographer, environmentalist and one-of-a-kind investigator. Using his knowledge of the
waves - ocean currents, prevailing winds, shipping records - McGill can track where objects have come from,
or where they've gone. It's a unique skill that can help solve all sorts of mysteries. Such as when two severed
feet wash up miles apart on two different islands off the coast of Scotland. Most strangely, forensic tests reveal
that the feet belong to the same body. As Cal McGill investigates, he unravels a web of corruption,
exploitation and violence, which threatens many lives across the globe - very soon including his own...Praise
for The Sea Detective: 'Raises the bar for Scottish crime fiction ...
elegantly written and compelling' The Scotsman 'Excellent' The Literary Review - top five crime books of the
year 'Promises to be a fine series of detective novels' Sunday Times Crime Book of the Month 'An unusual,
interesting and enthralling read' Shotsmag 'A compelling protagonist' The Times Literary Supplement
From legendary action director Tsui Hark and the creators of international smash hit DETECTIVE DEE:
MYSTERY OF THE PHANTOM FLAME comes the captivating tale of Dee. Se.no viser deg hva som går på

tv i dag.
Vi har oversikt over tv-serier, filmer, reality og alt annet som går på tv. Velg tv-guide etter din egen smak, og
få. Visste du at 98 prosent av oss krysser anklene i tannlegestolen når vi skal få bedøvelse? Slik er vårt
kroppsspråk Søk, nyheter og nyttige nettsider samlet på ett sted. Startsiden gir deg det beste innen Reise,
Motor, Økonomi, Sport og Mat & Drikke. Vi gjør nettet nyttigere! Case of the Vanished Sea Dragon: The
Dragon Detective Agency Book 3 Jones, Gareth P. E‑Bok. Pris. 91,-Spar. 39,- (0) Case of the Missing Cats:
Book 1 Jones, Gareth P. Sea-Cliff Race. Chaos Truck. Mafia Rush. Friends Chase. Ammo Chase. Jungle
Car-Hunt. Detective Car Chase. Remote Control Rockus.
Roadblock Attack. 4 Wheel Chase. Annonse. Straight Queers: Anne Holt's Transnational Lesbian Detective
Fiction, In Andrew. Ibsen's The Lady from the Sea and Romantic Theatre. Rees, Ellen (2012. down at the
Marina, young Detective Inspector.
Willow and Jimmy are led to Sullum Voe, the heart of Shetland's North Sea oil and gas industry. Nic
Pizzolatto, Writer: True Detective. An award-winning novelist and short-story writer, he is the author of the
collection 'Between Here and the Yellow Sea' and. senere fulgt opp av titler som 20 000 Leagues under the
Sea (En verdensomseiling under havet. The Great Mouse Detective (Mesterdetektiven Basil Mus) tegnefilm:

